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Key Findings

1. Participant perceptions about Global Citizen indicate it is a viable organization for change.

2.  Participants question the impact of their advocacy actions.

3.  Participants want Global Citizen content to be more relevant to their specific interests.

4.  Participants were particularly interested in ‘Women and Girls’ as an advocacy issue.

5.  Participants want to interact with Global Citizen through multiple media channels.

6.  Participants are looking for a local community with which to engage.

Executive Summary
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▪ Global Citizen asked Formative to conduct a series of 21 online interviews focusing on the 

'Millennial Swing’ target audience.  

▪ The purpose of this research, ‘Qualitative Research Project’, is to enhance Global Citizen’s 

understanding of members, their motivations for joining Global Citizen, motivations for taking 

advocacy actions, preferences around content, and channel and communications. 

▪ The research is seeking common threads and key differences among respondents that would 

inform how Global Citizen might improve the website, email, social experience to grow the 

member base and encourage incremental advocacy actions over time.  

▪ This document contains a summary of Formative’s findings as well as strategic implications 

for marketing communications and user experience. 

Introduction and Purpose
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Audience tiers, also known as ‘Activity Levels A, B, C, D’, are defined consistently 

across the interviews and the KPI surveys:

A – People who are active* and have completed 3+ actions

B – People who are active and have not completed 3+ actions

C – People who are not active but have opened at 2+ emails in the last 90 days

D – People who are not active and have not opened 2+ emails in the last 90 days but have

opened at least one email ever

Other Definitions:

Swings – Members of engaged public who are undecided about development, though care 

somewhat about social causes.  ‘The Narrative Project’, BMGF.  2014.

*Active – Someone who, in the last 90 days, has clicked on an email, logged in to the 

Global Citizen site, or taken an action.

Audience Definitions
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▪ Interviewee candidates were solicited via email from existing Global Citizen members.

▪ The email sent between October and November 2015 invited recipients to complete an online 

screener survey to establish their interest in participating in an online focus group, including an 

incentive of a $50 Amazon Gift card.

▪ The online screener established respondents’ age and whether they satisfy the definition of ‘Swing’.  

▪ Qualified survey respondent email addresses were mapped to the Global Citizen database to ensure 

they satisfied the following sub-segment distribution:

▪ Geographic distribution 

▪ Gender

▪ Activity Level with Global Citizen

▪ Candidates were sent an email from Global Citizen to schedule an interview.

▪ Interviews were conducted by Formative and lasted about 45 minutes.

▪ A first wave of 15 interviews was conducted between October and November 2015. 

▪ The second wave of 6 interviews was conducted in late November 2015.

Methodology
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Participants believe that Global Citizen is an effective organization for driving change.

Participants are proud to call themselves Global Citizens. The organization is seen as a positive force for change on a 

global level, bringing awareness and opportunities to make a difference. Global Citizen is a gateway for those who wish 

to return to advocacy, and for those who want to start making advocacy a part of their lives.

Quotes

“(Global Citizen is) a motivating global leader for policy change.” - Danielle, high activity, female, age 18-24

“Getting together for something positive (along with leaders). Brings awareness to issues not always thought about.” 

- Sarah, high activity, female, age 25-34.

“An organization that helps make a difference in the world and encourages others to follow.” - Sherry, low activity, female, age 16.

“I love how the info is all in one place. They also include stuff you never hear about.” - Raya, moderate activity, female, age 18-24.

Recommendations

• Continue to employ celebrity and highly promoted festivals as a way to build awareness and familiarity with the Global Citizen brand 

and mission.  

• Pursue new avenues of placing the Global Citizen brand to leverage its power to grow the base. Further opportunities may include 

badging (both wearable and digital), or deeper associations with corporate brands whose products tie directly to actions or advocacy 

campaigns. (e.g. Unilever/Tampax with tie-in to Women & Girls’)

Finding 1: Participant perceptions about Global Citizen indicate it is a viable 
organization for change.
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Participants believe they can make a difference, and have a moral obligation to do so.

Many participants feel a moral obligation to help others. They need not be convinced that they should make a difference, 

rather they are looking for ways to do so. These people are going out of their way to find opportunities in which they feel 

they can “make a difference.” This particular phrase was the one most often repeated in this research.

Quotes

“Being a citizen means it is your ethical responsibility to know what is going on in the world.” - Lori, high activity, female, age 18-24.

“I live in a well-educated household. I was raised to care, keep informed, and do something about it.” Likes Global Citizen for its support of 

education to help end poverty. - Rachel, medium activity, female, age 18-24.

“(My sense of moral responsibility) has a lot to do with my upbringing.” Her father was a part of a club for bird preservation, and they did 

neighborhood clean-ups at least once a year. - Christine, medium activity, female, age 35-44. 

“I want to be a better person and have a better understanding of what a Global Citizen is” - Vinny, low activity, male, age 25-34. 

Recommendations

• Increase editorial emphasis on results and effectiveness of Global Citizen members and the organization on impacting change.

• Create videos and other formats that show examples of individuals who’s lives have been impacted by advocacy actions campaigned by 

Global Citizen.

Finding 1: Participant perceptions about Global Citizen indicate it is a 
viable organization for change. (continued)
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Participants expressed concerns that their individual actions don’t make a sufficient impact.

While many members feel great about their advocacy efforts and don’t expect a ‘thank you’, many are frustrated that they 

will never know if their actions had made an impact. The lack of information about impact and results may deter future 

action taking according to participants.

Quotes

“I feel like I have done something, has made a difference … I wonder if it really make an impact, but at least I know I did something.”

- Christine, moderately active, female, age 35-44.

“I’m trying but, but doesn’t know if I am accomplishing anything.” - Adrienne, moderately active, female age 25-34.

“There is a belief in my generation that there is nothing an individual can do that actually makes a difference.” 

(Ex: What can I do? Does it even matter?) - Jackie, highly active, female, age 25-34.

“For sure, it would be nice to be a part of something more grass roots. We want to know what we as individuals can tangibly do.”  

- Sarah, highly active, female, age 25-34.

“When people take an action, they want to see a result (email / letter). They want to know their time made a difference.”  

- Alex, moderately active, female, age 18-24.

Recommendations

• Implement a ‘report back’ mechanism to inform members about the results or impact of actions they have completed (close the loop).

• Develop content features for the website and social media that speak to results of an action(s).

Finding 2: Participants question the impact of their advocacy actions.
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Participants request more physical action opportunities vs. digital actions. 

Participants expressed frustration when it came to actions on the Global Citizen website. They are questioning the value 

of retweeting / sharing and are asking what they can actually “do” other than tweeting and sharing. Millennial 

participants conveyed interest in local, grass roots opportunities where they could connect with like-minded individuals 

and contribute in a tangible way to express their interest in making change. 

Quotes

“(I’m looking for) other ways to help people, not just tweet and email.”  - Lori, highly active, female, age 18-24.

“(I’d like) clear action items for people to do and to help them understand the impact of that action.” 

- Adrienne, moderately active, female, age 25-34.

“The website is missing an Action Element when it comes to personal activism.” - Jackie, highly active, female, age 25-34.

“I prefer physical actions because I like to feel like I am actually “doing” something.” - Yasmin, highly active, female, age 16.

Recommendations

• Implement additional grass roots / local actions for people to take.  These may take the form of lower-production identity based actions 

such as festivals, or advocacy based actions.

• Consider scalable (national or international) local events via integration with partners who might have large geographic footprint.  

For example, a focus on Women and Girls health in Nike Stores across Global Citizen geos (US, Can, UK, Ger).

Finding 2: Participants question impact of their advocacy actions. (continued)
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Participants who attended the (Central Park) Festival were inspired, but sought additional ways 

to channel their enthusiasm in the days and weeks following the event.

Participants were inspired by the Festival, and now wonder what to do after the hype of the concert. Many expressed they 

were full of enthusiasm to start making a difference after attending the concert, yet had no idea where to go or what to do 

next. Some interviewees mentioned the lack of advocacy tables at the concert, or the inability to locate them. 

Quotes

“Makes me think about things more and realize how much he takes for granted.” - Kyle, low activity, male, age 18-24.

“I chose Global Citizen over other advocacy groups because of the large benefit (festival) for being a part. It’s exciting to be a part of a large 

global movement.” - Danielle, high activity, female, age 18-24.

“I think Global Citizen does a good job of (the festival. They inform on the issues but do so in a manner that does not come off as attacking. 

Also feels it is hard to know what the first step to take is (more than re-tweet, and share/like).” 

- Diane, low activity, female, age 25-34.

Recommendations

• Increase the frequency of action emails to festival goers and those who initiated or completed the action journey for free festival tickets.

• Increase the number of advocacy action stations at the festival location.

• Build action-taking functionality into the mobile app to be used at events.  Promote the app aggressively through advertising and signage.

Finding 2: Participants question impact of their advocacy actions. (continued)
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Participants want more relevant (contextual) content.

Participants find it difficult to locate the issue or article of interest on the website.  Participants reported that email content 

doesn’t seem all that relevant, leading members to skim subject lines as a means of filtering or curating content.  

Participants indicated that they were initially more likely to consume content, but lack of relevance has reduced the 

frequency of content consumption on GlobalCitrizen.org and email channels.

Quotes

“I was more active initially, but I do not check email like I used to. Feels like I keeps getting Issue, Issue, Issue info, but it is not targeted 

to me.”  Feels that pictures and video would be better. She wants to know the story behind the issue in a same screen experience 

(does not want to have to go from social to site, etc.). - Irene, highly active, female, age 18-24.

“I went to the site around concert a handful of times. I get the emails and read some of them.  It depends on subject line and the quantity 

of emails on a particular day.” - Diane, low activity, female, age 25-34.

Recommendations

• Implement a segmentation scheme to enable more personalized email program that can govern issues and action type and frequency.

• Expand the ‘follow issue’ functionality to enable users to receive both site content and email tailored to particular issue.

• Conduct A/B tests to determine the right frequency and mix of content to action calls-to-action.

Finding 3: Participants want Global Citizen content to be more relevant to
their specific interests.
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Participants emphasized the importance of ‘Women and Girls’ as an advocacy issue.  

Participants noted that equal opportunities for women and girls was an important issue. Two sub-issues emerged.

First, that without education, girls will not be able to leave their current situations and the cycle of poverty will continue.  The 

second sub-issue was related to sanitation for Women and Girls. The topic of young girls not being able to attend school due 

to issues surrounding menstruation was mentioned repeatedly as one with which many women can empathize.  

Quotes

“(I attended) Barnard (a woman’s college) and so women’s issues have always been on my radar. I strongly believe that education is what 

gives one the tools to become an empowered individual.  Helping women to get their foot in the door can make a huge difference in someone’s 

life.” - Jackie, highly active, female, age 25-34.

“I didn’t think about how a girl getting her period would affect her education. It’s not just embarrassing, there’s a lot more (impact).”  

- Diane, low activity, female, age 25-34.

Recommendations

• Continue to prominently feature Woman and Girls as an issue across channels.  

• Use a variety of content features to promote the issues including news, and op eds.  Additionally, test highly sharable content types that can 

be used to reach a broader audience of FB followers, or friends of followers to as a tactic to increase organic acquisition. 

• Test content on sub-issue of female sanitation and monitor click, comments, share performance.  Explore opportunities to create programs 

with partners to address this issue.  “Buy a box / give a box of tampax”

Finding 4: Participants were particularly interested in ‘Women and Girls’ 
as an advocacy issue.
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Participants want to interact with Global Citizen through email, Facebook and Instagram.

Participants prefer to be able to consume Global Citizen content across multiple media channels.  Within social media, 

Facebook was frequently cited, as was Twitter and Instagram.  Snapchat was not frequently cited as a preferred social 

media channel.  Instagram was mentioned because of its’ focus on images.

(When asked which channels they would like to receive content from Global Citizen)

NYT, Google Daily News, Instagram (likes the impactful images), FB and Twitter (although less than she used to). Uses Snapchat, 

but just socially. - Lindsey, highly active, female, age 25-34.

Thinks the best way to reach individuals is through Social Media (FB, Instagram, All of them). Recommends including images as they 

are very impactful. - Adrienne, moderately active, female, age 25-34.

News posts from friends on Facebook. Instagram = 1st, Twitter = 2nd. Does not use Snapchat.  

- Rachel, moderately active, female, age 18-24.

“I would prefer the info come to me (pushed via app) so I don’t have to go to the site.” - Yassira, highly active, female, age 18-24.

Recommendations

• Continue aggressively supporting GlobalCitizen.org, the Facebook site and email with content. 

• Increase use of Instagram, and seek to grow followers through promotion on other social channels, the website and email.  Develop 

specific content designed to be shared on Instagram.  

Finding 5: Participants want to interact with Global Citizen through 
multiple media channels.
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Many participants expressed interest in attending local advocacy groups. 

When presented with the idea of access to local community advocacy groups, many respondents felt this would be a 

very welcome addition. Currently, many are struggling with what to do next after a festival and feel this type of 

community could help keep the momentum going. Members expressed an interest for these to be more Action based 

groups and not just Discussion based.

Quotes

“Yes, I would attend and would like to hear about local actions.” She is also on local volunteer lists. 

- Diane, low activity, female, age 25-34.

“Yes, surely. I have school during the week, but could dedicate a few hours on the weekend (towards local events).” 

- Jason, moderately active, male age 18-24.

“For sure. Would love to know how to get more involved in the Syrian crisis. Would love to have something local.” 

- Yassira, highly active, female, age 18-24.

“Definitely. I live in a small town and have very few options.” - Yasmin, highly active, female, age 16.

Recommendations

• For the harder core advocates, consider offering up opportunities to create Global Citizen branded Meet-ups in their community.

• Create a section on the site to: announce the desire for Meet-up creation, calendar listings, and tools for meeting facilitation. 

Finding 6: Participants are looking for a local community with which to 
engage
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Many participants asked explicitly for specific types of content. 

“I would like to see Global Citizen’s site discuss what can be done locally about the Syrian Refugee Crisis, not just Global Citizen’s position 

on the crisis.” – Abbi, low activity, female, age 25-34.

“Make sure GC is always current as a news source, but not as a news channel (CNN, etc.).” – Abbi, low activity, female, age 25-34.

“Home Page should contain prominent First Time, First Steps information” - Alex, moderately active, female, age 18-24.

“I would like to see an App that sends me actions (ways I can help).” - Yassira, highly active, female, age 18-24.

“I like the mix of the topics being covered. Especially the personal stories, quotes, and videos.” - Vinny, low activity, male, age 25-34. 

“I like how Global Citizen presents the stories in a non-blaming way and focuses on what can be done now. (TONE consideration)” 

- Raya, moderate activity, female, age 18-24.

Recommendations

• Consider including more links to partner sites where users can respond to current crisis and take local actions.

• Run stories that are up to date, but consider including more links to external articles instead of writing new stories.

• Add an expand/collapse content module that orients new users the first few times they visit the site.

• Include more personal stories (experiences, quotes, videos) so members relate and aspire to be better to action takers.

• Encourage editors to continue writing content in a way that forward looking and positive rather than calling out fault.

Content Recommendations
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Customer Experience Journeys: Phase Definitions

Recruit

Educate

Engage

Convert

Retain

The beginning of each persona's stage--likely coming to the 
site or signing up.

Introduce and educate on issues that Global Citizen is 
concerned with and/ or how to advocate in new ways.

The user participates by either signing a petition, completing an action 
on the GC site, or meaningfully engaging in the GC community.

The user participates in the promotion of GC (.org or social 
channels) and drives awareness of issues by sharing or 
engaging in content and actions.

The user returns often to .org or social sites to keep up on 
issues, participate in actions and engage in content.

The following are general stages each persona experiences. However, each stage 
is specific to that persona's individual journey. 



“Everyone should have the same 
rights. It's an injustice if we allow 
others to suffer while we live richly. If 
every person has the resources to 
become educated and live respectively 
and decent, the world will be a better 
place.”

Persona 1: Christine - Seasoned Advocate
Demographics
Name: Christine
Age: 34 (older in 24-
35 demo)
Gender: Female
Location: U.S.-Mid West
Education: Bachelor’s
Occupation: Lawyer
Children: No
Traveled: Yes – Multiple Countries
Festival: No 

Background
Christine is physically limited for 
health reasons. She was raised to 
appreciate nature and the 
environment, and did a lot of 
volunteering as a child. She is an 
active social advocate and feels 
like she must be informed and 
available to make small changes 
every day. 

Attitude and Behaviors
Interaction with Product
• Likely to participate and lead in community
• Skews to more frequent, high-barrier actions
• More likely to open and click on emails
• Likely to respond to a small number of issues (content and 

actions) but with higher click rate
• More likely to ‘follow issue’ on GC.org
• Under index on celebrity-based content
Interaction with Media
• Likely acquired through Change2, Care.org, or advocacy list
• Likely to share/ post on Facebook
• Reads multiple news sources daily (NYT, Guardian,…) on 

desktop and mobile
Motivations
Activism is in Christine’s DNA, and she’s looking for new 
avenues to express her commitments and make a real impact. 
She believes that making a difference is important, but 
sometimes questions the results of campaigns and actions. 
She’s looking to lead and drive the change she wants to see.

Obstacles to Overcome
She wants more information about Global Citizen as a whole. 
Who are they, what have they accomplished, and who is 
accountable. Needs to see that they are a credible place where 
she can make a difference and lead the charge
What Global Citizen Can Provide
A real sense of community, and avenues to engage and lead.

Trends
• Lives with her partner in a house
• Student Loans are finally paid off



Persona 1: Seasoned Advocate
Stages Recruit Educate Engage Convert Retain

Touch 
Points

Thinking
I've heard about Global Citizen, but does this  organization 
offer anything I'm not getting elsewhere?

KPIs

Goals
Christine doesn't have a relationship with GC,  but is 
active on a lot of other sites. GC needs to compel her to 
get involved with the org and feel that it's a worthwhile 
place to direct her efforts.

• Creates an account
• Follows & engages with social accounts.
• Opens email
• Website return visits.

Messaging

GC is just one of a couple different social action orgs 
Christine visits & she is compelled by content that offers 
her action opportunities.

Wants to participate in relevant, 
political actions & issues. GC 
provides these opportunities, and 
feedback on how the community 
makes an impact.

Thinks that GC offers prescriptive 
ways to interact w/ issues that are  
meaningful to her.

Feeling

GC.org

Email

Social

Media 
Partners

Wants to be more informed about 
issues she cares about. GC provides 
new perspectives on those topics.

Receives an email from 
GC on climate change 
accord, a topic she is 
interested in.

Becomes a GC 
subscriber.

Search

Participates in 
a relevant 
action on the 
site.

Returns to 
site to 
participate in 
more actions.

Has a direct impact on issues and 
promotes to help create 
awareness.

Checks back often and is a 
consistently active member of 
Global Citizen.

Follows specific issues and is fairly 
well-versed. Needs to know “why 
GC?”

Feels that her time is well spent 
and she’s making a difference as a 
Global Citizen.

Feels satisfied with her previous 
actions & is interested in doing 

more.

Emphasize results of 
participation & demonstrate impact.

Identifies with and as a Global 
Citizen and feels good about her 
participation.

Sees a post from a 
friend about an action 
he engaged in.

Content needs to provide success data to assure 
Christine that GC is the best source for contributing to 
the causes she cares about.

Is referred 
back to GC 
during a visit 
to Care.org. 

Content that demonstrates why GC 
is an effective resource for taking 

action.

• Engages with & shares on 
social accounts.

• Website return visits.
• Page Views
• Time on site

Feels more loyal to issue than to 
the org.

Shares opinions on 
social and posts 
comments.

Shares 
experiences 
on social.

Thinks that GC is really a great one 
stop shop for taking action.

Wonders what other actions she 
can take with GC. Possibly 
organizational actions?

• Completed actions
• Social posts about participation

Receives 
validation for her 
actions from GC.

• Repeat visits and actions
• Engagement with site and 

social channels
• Expresses pride in being a GC 

member in user surveys. 

Content should inspire pride in 
involvement, compel user to 
continue and to share action.

User receives 
info about 
upcoming 
events.

Inform user of upcoming events 
and next steps to keep 
momentum.

• Repeat visits
• Email opens
• Engagement with site and 

social channels

Is referred to GC 
while visiting a 
media partner’s site.

Sees a friend’s 
post about an 
action on GC & 
goes to check it 
out.

Receives 
validation for 
her actions.

Receives updates 
on issues she 
cares about.

Is prompted by GC 
to evangelize action 
& GC on social.

Receives an 
email about a 
topic she is 
interested in.

Sees an ad for GC while 
searching online.

Visits the 
website to learn 
how she can 
contribute

Shares an 
article she’s 
read on her FB 
feed.

Regularly scans through GC site 
for new content.

Receives a 
mobile alert 
about new 
content.

http://gc.org


“I’m a social worker in the south Bronx 
and feel strongly that the issues that 
impact our local community have larger 
connections to the global community. I 
think it is inspiring to think our 
generation has a real chance to make a 
difference and to make a dent in the 
eradication of poverty.”

Persona 2: Sarah – Empathy Builder
Demographics
Name: Sarah
Age: 27 (younger in 
24-35 demo)
Gender: Female
Location: East Coast
Education: Master’s Degree
Occupation: Social Worker
Children: No
Traveled: Yes - Multiple
Festival: No

Background
Sarah is a college educated 
woman who has traveled 
internationally multiple times. 
She is amazed at the 
homelessness and poverty she 
has encountered in the US and 
globally, and wants to do 
something about it. She stays 
informed on issues and prefers 
to get most of her news via the 
Daily Skimm and email feeds. 

Attitude and Behaviors
Interaction with Product
• More interest and clicks on development news content
• Interacts with GC via multiple channels 
• Higher email open and click rates
• Likely to take festival actions outside of the tri-state area
• Heavy content consumption on .org
• Under index on celebrity feature content
Interaction with Media
• Over-index on Care2, Change, other NGO lists
• Consumes news on Facebook and newer media sources (Vox, 

Skimm) through mobile feeds and email
• Participates and shares on FB, Instagram, Vine and other SNs
Motivations
Sarah may not have a lot of money, but she’s informed and wants to 
make a difference with her time and energy. She is deeply involved in 
direct community service, but is less savvy about the ‘inside policy 
game.’ She wants to be learn how to have more impact here.

What Global Citizen Can Provide
Provide avenues to learn and see how impact is made in policy 
campaigns. Provide inspirational content she can easily share with 
others and begin to bring in her network

Obstacles to overcome

Sarah wants more information about Global Citizen and how its 
different from other orgs.  She’s not sure this the place where 
she should spend her time. Will it give her what she needs to 
become a more effective advocate? Should she tell her friends?

Trends
• Lives by herself in an apartment
• Still makes student loan payments
• Issue-driven and responds to CTAs
• Has a large network of similarly-minded 

friends and colleagues



Persona 2: Empathy Builder 
Stages Recruit Educate Engage Convert Retain

Touch 
Points

Thinking

KPIs

Goals

• Follows & engages with social accounts.
• Website visits
• Subscribe/ profile complete %.

Messaging

Rallies her circle around an issue 
GC supports foray into high barrier 
action(s)

Wants an avenue to get involved in 
an actionable way and to persuade 
others to as well. 

Feeling

GC.org

Email

Social

Media 
Partners

Already knows about issues, but wants 
to learn how GC addresses them/ drives 
policy outcomes. GC shows proof 
points and illuminates new ways to 
advocate

Search

Checks back in to see if there are 
more actions she she can get 
involved with. GC provides relevant 
opportunities on ongoing basis

Follows specific issues and is informed. 
Needs to know “how.”

Is proud of her actions and wants 
to promote her connection with 
GC.

Feels like she has a compelling 
story to evangelize to her friends.

Content explains how GC helps and 
how she and her community can get 
involved.

Inspirational content that helps her 
evangelize social action to her 
network.

Feels like she’s growing and 
making a difference when she gets 
her network on board with issues 
she cares about.

Content reinforces for Sarah that GC actions are 
impactful, contributing to causes she cares about.

• Repeat site visits & time on content
• Follows & engages with GC social 

accounts
• Referrals from external sites
• Email opens, clicks & forwards

Feels like there is so much more she 
can do and wants to inspire others to 
help as well.

Encouraged by being able to take 
action and participate with few 
financial resources.

Continues to look into 
organizational actions she can get 
involved with.

• Repeat site visits & time on 
content

• Social engagement & referrals
• Email opens & forwards
• Actions taken

Inspirational content about the 
effects of mass involvement and 
participation.

Content around upcoming events 
that are results-oriented.

• Repeat site visits & time on 
content

• Social engagement & referrals
• Email opens & forwards
• Actions taken
• Event organization & participation

Sarah is careful about where she invests time and 
limited $. GC speaks to her with a different voice. GC 
is inspiring and piques her interest in learning more 
about the community and policy

Sees a post from a friend 
about an action he took with 
GC on FB

Sees an ad for GC while 
searching online.

Sees a post from 
GC about a local 
F2F (or online) 
event that’s 
interesting

Receives an email follow up re: GC 
progress on issue she’s passionate 
about and forwards to friend.

Searches on an issue to see 
how other groups address it.

Reads an advocacy 
case study on policy 
impact of 
#blacklivesmatter by 
Marc Morial on GC 
site

Interested in GC as a place to channel her efforts. She 
is curious about the impact they make, especially 
around policy actions, but GC is thoughtful and fun

Excited that GC brings people together to do 
meaningful work.  She’s often frustrated by ignorance 
in social media around important issues & how little 
feedback there is around progress. 

Sees a post from a FB 
friend about an issue 
she feels strongly 
about but doesn’t 
know how to get 
involved. 

Reads and shares a piece to her 
social circle from the GC site 
about how the org has affected 
change on a policy issue.

Receives an email from GC about 
an issues she’s passionate about & 
a specific GC action and then 
shares with her network.

Sends out an invite 
to friends on FB to 
join her for a GC  
online event. 
(hangout)

Promotes actions around issues 
she cares about and help create 
awareness with network. GC 
provides relevant opportunities

Shares an 
inspirational 
piece on social 
from the GC 
feed.

Shares an 
inspirational 
piece on social 
from the GC 
feed.

Shares an 
inspirational 
piece on social 
from the GC feed.

Receives an email 
about the results 
of an action she 
participated in.

Is prompted by 
GC to evangelize 
an action --
creates UGC video 
and posts to Vine

Receives 
validation for 
her actions.

• Repeat site visits & time on content
• Social engagement & referrals
• Email opens & forwards
• Actions taken
• Expresses pride in being a GC 

member in user surveys. 

Provides feedback to GC 
regarding the action she was 
involved with.

Returns to site to 
participate in more 
actions.

Receives 
validation for 
her actions.

Reads co-branded piece on 
interesting topic (child nutrition) 
with CTA via email feed from 
care2, clicks and signs up.

Reads ‘About’ on 
.org & Googles 
Hugh to 
understand mission 
& leadership

Sends out invites to 
friends on FB to join 
her for a local F2F 
GC action/event.

Receives an email 
about the results 
of an action she 
participated in.

Receives an email from GC 
on global poverty, a topic 
she is interested in.

http://gc.org


“GC is a great source for learning 
about global poverty and how 
people can make a difference.  It 
is inspiring to think our 
generation has a real chance to 
make a dent in the eradication 
of poverty.”

Persona 3: Kyle - Half Believer
Demographics
Name: Kyle
Age: 18-24
Gender: Male
Location: New York
Education: Working on 
Bachelor’s
Occupation: Student 
Children: No
Traveled: Yes
Festival: Yes 

Background
Kyle is in college and when it comes to 
advocacy, he is interested in learning 
more about how to help with poverty, 
hunger, and education. He is relatively 
new to Global Citizen and likes what he 
sees on the site, especially the diversity 
of issues covered. 

Attitude and Behaviors
Interaction with Product
• Likely to visit FB site and engage multiple occasions before 

creating an account.
• Likely to initiate and complete Festival Action Journey
• Explores educational sections of site
• Over-indexes on explainers, other educational feature types
• Uses multiple media channels 
• Higher email open and click rates
• Over-index on opening email report-backs or results content
• Over-index on content that illustrates how an individual’s 

life changed.
Interaction with Media
Reads news on his phone where he has filters set to get global 
and local news.
Motivations
Believes issues are pressing and real but needs evidence they 
can really be solved. He wants to figure out what his role is as a 
Global Citizen.  Wants social cause facts at his fingertips. 

What Global Citizen can provide
Provide the right balance of content, inclusion, activism, and 
validation of the impact of advocacy actions.  Easily shared 
facts.

Obstacles to overcome
Willing to dedicate energy to advocacy 
if GC can show him it’s a valuable use 
time. He is skeptical, but wants to 
change the world for good. 

Trends
• Lives in college dormitory
• Concerned about  Student Loans

Obstacles to overcome
Skepticism that he can make a difference.  Distrust of orgs.



Persona 3: Half Believer 
Stages Recruit Educate Engage Convert Retain

Touch 
Points

Thinking

KPIs

Goals

Messaging

Convince Kyle that it’s worth his 
time include GC among his trusted, 
regular social or web site  visits.

Do I have a chance at winning 
festival tickets?  Will the festival 
actions make a difference?

Feeling

GC.org

Email

Social

Media 
Partners

Deliver compelling bites of  
educational content in accessible 
ways (mobile) for an active person.

Search

Create a relationship with Kyle 
beyond festival transaction.  Shift 
to issue-based engagement.

Continue to demonstrate the 
benefits of continued action. 
Establish GC as highly trusted 
editorial source.

Likes the GC mission and 
educational  information on GC. 
Wants to know how impactful their 
actions are.

Feels connected to issues now that 
he is following them on GC.

When I visit GC, I know I’m going 
to satisfy my need for news, and 
perhaps find an action I want to 
take

Content should deliver impact 
reports to strengthen confidence. 

It didn’t actually take much effort to 
complete the actions.  Feeling 
good to have done something.

Content needs to communicate useful information 
about poverty issues  demonstrate that actions have 
impact.

News-based information on the 1-2 
issues he cares about.  CTA on issue 
’follow’ or push notifications.

• Page views
• Email opens
• Return visits
• Social engagement (likes & 

shares)

GC can be useful as a news 
source, and that influence model 
could have an impact.

Thinks it’s worthwhile to participate 
in GC actions that are accessible & 
easy to complete.

Wants to check back with GC to 
see how news headlines connect 
with poverty issues.

• Creates a GC account
• Email opens
• Complete action journey
• Social engagement (Likes, 

shares & posts)

• Return visits
• Email opens
• Social engagement
• Site content shares
• Issue follows
• Believes poverty is solvable

Content that illustrates benefits of 
actions and is easy to share on 
social.

Interesting “snackable” content 
provides multiple touch points to 
user to keep him engaged.

• Return visits
• Page views
• Social engagement
• Completes a new action
• GC is best place to help solve 

poverty

Earn Kyle’s trust that he can quickly get information and 
access meaningful opportunities to act.

Receives an email about an 
issue that piques his interest.

Sees a post from 
a friend about act 
an action he 
engaged in.

Sees a post 
from GC about 
the Festival

Paid search / banner ads with 
CTAs

GC sounds like an organization that is mobilizing a lot of 
people and has the clout to pull major celebs.

Feels like GC could be a good resource for information 
about issues he cares about , but is skeptical his actions 
could have much impact.

• Visits FB page.
• Email opens
• Clicks through to GC.org from email or social.

Sees a post 
from GC about 
an event or 
issue.

Searches on an issue to see how 
other groups address it.

Reads a piece on the GC site 
about how the org has 
affected change on an issue.

Becomes a member, and 
complete the action journey 
for festival tickets.

Shares a post 
from GC about 
an event or 
issue.

Receives an email 
follow up about an 
issue he is interested in.

Follows a couple of 
issues on the GC site 
(education & poverty)

Searches on 
issues he cares 
about & sees 
GC content.

Shares a post 
from GC about 
an event or 
issue.

Posts about 
actions he’s 
participating 
in.

Receives an email 
about the festival and 
key issues.

Receives an email 
follow up/results about 
an action he’s taken.

Shares a post from 
another source 
about an issue he’s 
following on GC.

Posts about 
GC actions 
he’s 
participating 
in.

Reads an article about 
an issue related to one 
he’s already following.

Sees his favorite 
band partner 
with GC to 
support a cause 
he cares about.

Hears an ad on 
the radio about 
the Festival

Receives an email on his 
phone about global poverty & 
clicks through to the GC site.

http://gc.org


“I learned about GC through the free 
concert last year. I wanted to attend 
this year so and bring my girlfriend. I 
went through the actions on the GC site 
to get in the raffle.”

Persona 4: Jason - Festival Fan

Demographics
Name: Kyle
Age: 18-24
Gender: Male
Location: East Coast
Education: Working on Bachelor’s
Occupation: Student
Children: No
Traveled: No
Festival: Yes

Background
Kyle is a college student who 
found out about GC through 
his girlfriend who won tickets 
to the concert last year. His 
main interest in GC was to get 
tickets to this year’s concert. 
He went through all the action 
steps required to get ticket as 
was lucky to win a set.

Attitude and Behaviors
Interaction with Product
• Editorial at the top of the page that catches his interest. 
• Likely to initiate and complete Festival Action Journey but 

skew low on non-festival among action takers.
• Skew Social (likely to visit, click, share content)
• More likely to complete actions at festival, download 

festival app.
• Likely to visit GC.org before and shortly after festival, but 

has not engaged in an action since Sept. 27
• Skew mobile device
Interaction with Media
He heard about the festival on the radio (Z100)
Motivations
He is mostly interested in tickets and music, though he could 
be convinced that there is more to this Global Citizen thing.

What Global Citizen can provide
Include him via the festival, but show the value of engaging 
in other impactful actions. Show him that his celebrity 
interests and icons find this meaningful, and he should, too.  
Badging as a way of showing inclusion. 

Obstacles to overcome
Apathy, opportunism.

Trends
• Lives at home with parents
• Young, urban
• Skews 18-24
• Get news from social newsfeeds
• Likely in Tri-State geo 



Persona 4: Festival Fan 
Stages Recruit Educate Engage Convert Retain

Touch 
Points

Thinking
Excited about trying to get into a celebrity filled concert. It’s 
a great thing to do with my girlfriend and learn a bit more 
about what advocacy is.

KPIs

Goals
Jason knows about GC, but is mainly interested in the 
Festival. GC needs to convince him that there is value to 
getting involved.

• c

Messaging

I get to see big names for free. Sure, I’ll sign up and share 
my email. Let’s see what this is all about.

Entice Jason to consume content 
on social or web while awaiting 

word if he won tickets.

Getting into the concert is worth it, 
even if I don’t quite understand the 
point of this.

Are there more actions that can 
help me win tickets?  I’m reading 
some compelling articles.

Feeling

GC.org

Email

Social

Media 
Partners

Though mostly interested in the 
Festival, he’s willing to find out 
more about the org. GC needs to 
show him the value of impactful 
actions.

Search

Keep the user excited about the 
Festival. Offer ways for him to tell 
his friends and continue to win 
other perks.

Reinforce the value of empathy and 
show how their actions have 
impacted others.

I didn’t realize I would be reading 
so much, but some of it is pretty 
interesting.

I wonder if any of my friends are 
going? I should let them know 
about the Festival.

Does this type of activity feel like 
something I want to make a part of 
my life?

Keep it up, the concert is going to 
be awesome and you are making a 
difference. 

Sees a billboard 
about the 
Festival.

GC events are fun, cool and good for the environment. 
If your favorite celebrities back it, why not give it a 
shot? 

This is what a Global Citizen looks 
like, and he looks just like you 
(personalize it). This user doesn’t 
want to read long articles.

• App Download
• Email opens
• Page views
• Return visits

This takes more time than I initially 
thought. I sure hope I am one of the 
winners.

Wow, I scored Festival Tickets! I 
can’t wait to check this scene out.

I had a lot of fun and I even learned 
something. It’s nice to help out the 
less fortunate.

• Page views
• Return visits
• Social 

follows

• Page views
• Return visits
• Social engagement (including 

check-in at Festival)

Sweet! You’re In. While you’re 
here, why don’t you let your 
friends know about GC?

We’re stoked you made the 
event. Here is an easy way to 
contribute/give back.

Paid search / banner ads with 
CTAs

Paid and organic FB, 
Snapchat, and 
Instagram (videos)

Festival performer updates

Post short 
articles for 
sharing 

Endorsement 
video of past 
Fest. Attendee

Downloads the Festival app.

Radio, media spots, and 
billboards

YouTube 
Channel (Hank 
Green video)

Reads about 
the Festival at 
GC.org.

Complete 
journey 
reminder

• Signs up for an account
• Completes festival action journey.
• Follows social accounts.
• Opens email and clicks through.
• Page views on GC site.

• Feedback form
• Page views
• Return visits
• Political actions
• Social engagement

Above the line  
Attend the 
Festival module

Post celebrity 
POV on multi 
channels

ATL: Festival 
hype module + 
CTA

What to bring to the Festival 
Checklist + Share

YouTube: 
Hype celebrity 
POV videos.

Post low barrier 
actions + share.

ATL: Compelling 
post-Festival 
actions.

1 Wk Post 
Festival 
Check-In

3 Wk Post 
Festival 
Check-In

1.5m Post 
Festival 
Check-In

FB 
Feedback 
Survey

Introduce medium 
barrier actions w/ 
incentives

Hears about 
the Festival 
on the radio.

Completes 
festival actions 
to win tickets.

Receives an 
email about 
the Festival.

Paid search / banner ads with 
CTA’s

Paid search / banner ads with 
CTAs

Paid search / banner ads with 
CTAs

http://gc.org

